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Multiple structural transformations in Lennard-Jones clusters:
Generic versus size-specific behavior
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The size-temperature “phase diagram” for Lennard-Jones clusters LJn with sizes up to n=147 is
constructed based on the analysis of the heat capacities and orientational bond order parameter
distributions computed by the exchange Monte Carlo method. Two distinct types of “phase
transitions” accompanied by peaks in the heat capacities are proven to be generic. Clusters with
Mackay atom packing in the overlayer undergo a lower-temperature melting �or Mackay–
anti-Mackay� transition that occurs within the overlayer. All clusters undergo a higher-temperature
transition, which for the three-layer clusters is proven to be the 55-atom-core-melting transition. For
the two-layer clusters, the core/overlayer subdivision is ambiguous, so the higher-temperature
transition is better characterized as the breaking of the local icosahedral coordination symmetry. A
pronounced size-specific behavior can typically be observed at low temperatures and often occurs in
clusters with highly symmetric global minima. An example of such behavior is LJ135, which
undergoes a low-temperature solid-solid transition, besides the two generic transitions, i.e., the
overlayer reconstruction and the core melting. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2202312�
I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic clusters exhibit very rich structural, thermody-
namic, and dynamical properties that may vary with size in a
nonmonotonous fashion. In particular, rare gas atomic clus-
ters, often modeled using the Lennard-Jones �LJ� pair poten-
tial

U�r� = 4����/r�12 − ��/r�6� , �1�

have been very popular in the last several decades.
In the thermodynamic limit �n→�� the properties of a

monoatomic LJ system become relatively simple. This is be-
cause the only funnel of the potential energy surface that is
thermodynamically stable below the melting transition is that
corresponding to the global face-centered-cubic �fcc� energy
minimum. Moreover, due to its translational invariance, the
properties of a monoatomic bulk system are uniform in space
and, under not very high pressures, are characterized by a
simple phase diagram which only contains the solid, liquid,
and gas phases. A complexity in bulk systems, such as a
glassy behavior, may arise in binary mixtures. By contrast,
finite even monoatomic systems, such as clusters, typically
have multifunnel potential energy landscapes at low ener-
gies, which are responsible for their complex behavior.1 An
interesting question is how the cluster properties change with
size when the thermodynamic limit is being approached. The
answer to this question using accurate �all-atom� numerical
simulations for the LJ case is hardly possible to obtain as
even clusters with many thousands of atoms are still far from
the thermodynamic limit.2 While the latter must have the
symmetry of a fcc lattice, the icosahedral symmetry is fa-
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vored for finite sizes both energetically and entropically. Be-
cause for this size range the structure of the potential energy
surface is sensitive to the cluster size, the question of which
cluster properties are generic and which are size specific
emerges naturally. The present paper tries to address this
question for LJn clusters with sizes up to n=147.

The multifunnel nature of the potential energy surface of
LJ clusters make their numerical simulations very challeng-
ing. The computer performance is gradually increasing in
time: some of what was impossible several years ago, even
using the most efficient algorithms, becomes possible today.
The first converged result of the caloric curve for LJ38 was
reported only in this millennium.3,4 In the particular case of
n=38 there exist two funnels at low energies representing
octahedral �Oh� and icosahedral �ico� energy minima5 lead-
ing to a pronounced size-specific behavior at low tempera-
tures, which is especially difficult to simulate. The first nu-
merical success3,4 was due to both the use of the efficient
exchange Monte Carlo �EMC� method6,7 and the available
computer power that was just sufficient to get the converged
results. In a later paper8 Frantz continued the numerical en-
deavor started in Refs. 3 and 4 now reporting the EMC cal-
culations of heat capacities for LJn clusters up to n=60. He
discovered that for some clusters, well below the evaporation
temperature, the caloric curves CV�T� have two peaks. Al-
though one is always tempted to attribute such peaks to some
kind of phase transitions, the latter are not strictly defined for
finite systems, possibly making such interpretations ques-
tionable. Furthermore, for the size range �n�60� considered
by Frantz one peak was typically much less pronounced than

the other. Basing his arguments on the assumption that a
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single thermally induced melting transition always takes
place, the author did not give a clear interpretation of the
double feature in the caloric curve behavior.

In a recent paper9 �Paper I� we reported our preliminary
results attempting to characterize the size-temperature “phase
diagram” of LJn clusters, including sizes up to n=147, i.e.,
covering a much larger size range than what had been con-
sidered so far by other authors.

In Paper I we also observed two peaks in the CV�T�
curves not only for the two-layer LJn clusters, but also for a
wide range of three-layer LJn clusters. For the larger clusters
both peaks turned out to be much more pronounced than for
the size range �n�60� considered by Frantz. Using mainly
the continuity arguments, we suggested the following inter-
pretation. The clusters with “magic numbers” of atoms �n
=13, 55, and 147� form complete Mackay icosahedral struc-
tures and as such are most stable with respect to structural
transformations. For most intermediate sizes the equilibrium
low-temperature structure can roughly be represented as a
Mackay icosahedral core with an incomplete overlayer.10–13

The two major peaks observed in a large fraction of clusters
correspond to two distinct structural transformations. The
lower-temperature transformation occurs in clusters with
sizes 31�n�55 and 82�n�147 �except n=85�. Most of
these clusters have Mackay icosahedral global minima with
incomplete Mackay overlayers, which we further abbreviate
as “ico�M�.” The exceptions include sizes n=38, 98, and
102–104 corresponding to highly symmetric but nonicosahe-
dral global minima. For each of these special cases, a finite
temperature interval still exists in which Mackay icosahedral
local minima, due to their higher entropies, appear thermo-
dynamically more favorable than the nonicosahedral global
minimum. For all the specified sizes �i.e., 31�n�55, 82
�n�147, and n�85�, the anti-Mackay �or polyicosahedral�
configurations, further abbreviated as “ico�aM�,” are least
energetically favorable. However, they have the highest
entropy14 and as such may become thermodynamically more
favorable at sufficiently high temperatures and may lead to a
peak in the heat capacity curve. Most of the two-layer clus-
ters with 13�n�30 and three-layer clusters with 55�n
�81 and n=85 have anti-Mackay global minima. The ex-
ceptions are LJ75–77 having decahedral �dec� global minima.
The anti-Mackay clusters do not undergo the specified low-
temperature structural transformation. Several global minima
configurations that are representative of the two structural
motifs, i.e., ico�M� and ico�aM�, are depicted in Fig. 1. One
can notice that the atom packing in an anti-Mackay overlayer
is less compact than that in a Mackay overlayer. This sug-
gests that considering them as isolated entities, the former
has a more liquidlike character than the latter.

Although not based on converged calculations, evi-
dences of surface melting in the LJ and other clusters were
found and investigated previously.15–19 References 17 and 18
explicitly attribute this transition for certain clusters to the
Mackay-to-anti-Mackay �M→aM� type. The first quantita-
tively accurate description of the thermally induced M
→aM structural transformation was given by Calvo and
Doye14 for the case of the LJ31 cluster, which displays two

peaks in the CV�T� curve. They characterized the M→aM
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transition that occurs at T�0.027 �using the reduced units
�kB

−1� as “solid-solid.” The second and biggest peak at T
�0.3 was then associated with “the melting.”

Paper I suggests that the two transitions occurring in
LJ31 also occur in all LJn clusters with 31�n�55 and tries
to justify it by the continuity argument. That is, the small
peak in the CV�T� curve that first appears for n=31 persists
for larger clusters while gradually shifting to higher tempera-
tures and also becoming bigger in size �see the left panel of
Fig. 2�. The growth of the peak weight �which is directly
related to the specific heat� is explained by the growing num-
ber of atoms in the overlayer that are involved in the transi-
tion, while the shift to higher temperatures is explained by
the growth of the energy gap between the Mackay global
minimum and the anti-Mackay local minima. One can also

FIG. 1. Global minima configurations that are representative of the two
typical structural motifs, i.e., the Mackay and anti-Mackay icosahedra. �The
core atoms are shown in dark color.� The anti-Mackay overlayers are less
compact and as such have a more liquidlike character.

FIG. 2. Heat capacities CV�T� �per atom� for two- �n=20–55� and three-
layer �n=55–147� LJ clusters. The curves are shifted along the y axis for a
better visualization. The y labels indicate cluster sizes n. One can see the
birth of the lower-temperature peak, which is due to the M→aM transition
within the overlayer. It then increases in height and shifts to higher tempera-
tures with increasing number of atoms in the overlayer. The higher-
temperature peak is due to the melting of the cluster core. For the two-layer
clusters, this peak broadens with increasing n and becomes less prominent,
while for the three-layer clusters, it remains narrow and can be identified

unambiguously untill the two peaks merge �n�140�.
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follow the higher-temperature peak with the increasing clus-
ter size. Because this second peak becomes gradually
broader and less pronounced, both its identification and in-
terpretation are not easy without the continuity argument.
Furthermore, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 for n=40 its shape is
sensitive to the radius Rc of the constraining sphere used in
the simulations. However, for the three-layer clusters for
which LJ80 corresponds to a typical case �see Fig. 3�, the
higher-temperature peak is sufficiently big and sharp and as
such can be identified unambiguously for all clusters. Paper I
suggests that this higher-temperature peak is due to the melt-
ing of the cluster core, which for the 13�n�55 size range
resembles the global minimum of LJ13 and for 55�n�147,
the global minimum of LJ55, both cores �LJ13 and LJ55� being
complete Mackay icosahedra. Perhaps because for LJ38 the
peak at T�0.35 is too broad, this feature of the caloric curve
is not even mentioned in Refs. 3 and 4 while the most pro-
nounced peak at T�0.15 is associated with the melting, i.e.,
“the solid-liquid” transition of the cluster. According to our
interpretation this peak corresponds to a M→aM transition.
This implies the existence of an apparent inconsistency in the
previously published studies in assigning qualitatively the
same structural type, ico�aM�, to either “solidlike” �for LJ31�
or “liquidlike” �for LJ38�. This issue becomes even more puz-
zling for clusters with anti-Mackay global minima. On the
one hand, one usually assumes the system to be solid when it
is at equilibrium at zero temperature. On the other hand, the
structure of LJ30 at any temperature below T�0.3 including
the T=0 point is similar to that of LJ31 above the M→aM
transition, with the number of anti-Mackay isomers in both
cases growing gradually with the increasing temperature. For
LJ38 the number of thermodynamically stable isomers just
above the M→aM transition is very large. Even though nei-
ther solid nor liquid assignment is strictly valid, perhaps a
most consistent characterization of the anti-Mackay motif

FIG. 3. Heat capacities CV�T� for two clusters using two different values of
the constraining radius Rc. The sensitivity of CV�T� to Rc increases with
temperature, which for the two-layer clusters may lead to an ambiguity in
the location of the broad higher-temperature peak at T�0.35. LJ80 repre-
sents the three-layer clusters, for which the core-melting peak �T�0.3� is
big and narrow, so it is unaffected by the change of Rc.
corresponds to a solidlike core with a liquidlike overlayer.
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In the present work we perform numerical simulations
using both the more efficient adaptive EMC method and
much longer random walks. The new results, albeit better
converged, are not qualitatively different from those in Paper
I. The second-order �Ql� and the third-order �Wl� invariants20

have been used in the past as symmetry markers for the
structural analysis of clusters �see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 21�.
Here, in order to support our interpretations, as described
above, we also use the orientational bond order parameters
Q4 and Q6 for the analysis of cluster structures.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

For each cluster an EMC calculation was carried out on
a single Opteron processor and, depending on the cluster
size, took from several days to several months of CPU time.
In addition to the results reported in Paper I, in the present
work the most significant effort was spent on performing
new calculations for the size range n�82, for which the
results in Paper I were not quite converged. For the special
case of LJ75–77 clusters with nonicosahedral global minima,
for which the results in Paper I were also nonconverged,
converged results with their detailed analysis are reported in
Ref. 22.

For all n we used a hard constraining sphere with four
different radii for four different groups of clusters with over-
lapping size ranges �see Table I�. To reduce the computa-
tional burden for large clusters we only considered sizes n
=90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115–120, 125, 130, 135, 140, and
147.

For all calculations the algorithm implementation was
similar to that described in Ref. 3, except for the choice of
the set of replica temperatures T1�T2� ¯ �TK. Our origi-
nal choice in Paper I for groups A, B, and C was made
according to the simple recipe of Ref. 23 corresponding to a
geometric sequence of Tk=Tmin�

k. For a constant heat capac-
ity such a temperature schedule would give uniform swap
rates between adjacent replicas. The total number K of tem-
peratures was varied from 20 to 40 depending on the cluster
size and temperature range. For each n the latter was chosen
according to the expected nontrivial behavior of the CV�T�
curve, ranging from temperatures as small as Tmin=0.01 to
Tmax=0.42, which is sufficiently large for the Metropolis ran-
dom walk to sample the configuration space efficiently. The
swaps of configurations between the random walks at adja-
cent temperatures were attempted every once in 100 MC
steps per temperature, where one MC step corresponds to an

TABLE I. The cluster sizes n, the constraining radii Rc, and the typical
numbers of MC steps per temperature used in the present EMC calculations
for the four groups of clusters.

Group Sizes n Rc /� NMC

A 10–40 2.5 1.5�109

B 20–57 3.0 2.0�109

C 50–80 3.5 5�109

C* 75–77 3.5 2.5�1010

D* 80–147 4.0 5�1010
attempt to move one of the atoms using the Metropolis
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scheme. In most cases the swap rates were about 50% or
greater. However, at specific temperatures corresponding to
large peaks in the heat capacity curves the swap rates were
noticeably below 50%.

For the new calculations �groups C* and D*�, in order to
improve the convergence rates, we used self-adapted replica
temperatures. The goal was to optimize the temperature
schedule so that the mean exchange rate between replicas
with adjacent temperatures Tk and Tk+1 would be about 50%
and remain approximately constant with k. To this end an
optimal temperature schedule was chosen self-consistently
following the procedure described by Hukushima and
Nemoto.7 During this self-consistent calculation T1 was set
equal to the lowest temperature of interest Tmin, while the
total number of replicas K was determined from the condi-
tion TK�Tmax. As an example in Fig. 4 we show the opti-
mized grid actually used for the LJ100 cluster. It was obtained
during the first 109 MC steps. Relative to the main calcula-
tion, the running time needed for the grid optimization is
negligible, while the gain due to the accelerated convergence
may be substantial. Moreover, since the grid optimization
actually contributes to the equilibration process, no numeri-
cal effort is wasted. The optimal schedule is essentially geo-
metric, except near the transition temperatures, where an ac-
cumulation is observed. Note though that the local minima in
the optimized temperature schedule may accurately repro-
duce the transition temperatures only using a sufficiently
long calculation.

Even though the EMC algorithm may seem to be a
breakthrough in solving the problem of “broken ergodicity”
at low temperatures, it may still encounter ergodicity prob-
lems for the reasons described below. Similar discussions of
the convergence of the EMC method can be found in Refs.
24 and 25 for the particular case of LJ38 and in Ref. 22 for
LJ75. Configurations corresponding to the global or local

FIG. 4. The optimized temperature grid containing K=21 points Tk actually
used in the present work for the LJ100 cluster. It was obtained self-
consistently during the first 109 MC steps with the constraint that the mean
exchange rate between replicas with adjacent temperatures Tk and Tk−1 was
50%. The inverted plot of Tk−Tk−1 vs Tk resembles the heat capacity CV�T�,
which is shown in the right panel for comparison. The latter was averaged
over NMC=3.5�1010 MC steps after Nequil=1.5�1010 equilibration steps.
minima that are thermodynamically favored at some low
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temperatures may belong to very narrow funnels of the po-
tential energy landscapes and as such are extremely hard to
find by a Monte Carlo search even in the EMC framework.
Moreover, these funnels may be separated from the rest of
the configuration space by large potential barriers which
would also make it difficult for the replicas to either enter or
exit such a funnel. In such cases the equilibration times using
an arbitrary initial configuration may be very long. In order
to improve on this difficulty, at least partially, we took the
advantage of having the knowledge of the global minima26

and used them as initial configurations for all the random
walks. With this choice the equilibration times may still be
very long if there is another funnel, which is thermodynami-
cally favorable at some low temperatures, but also having the
unfavorable properties specified above. This situation often
occurs for systems with low-temperature structural transi-
tions �i.e., typical for the LJ clusters� and rapidly worsens
with the increasing cluster size. Unfortunately, we are not
aware of any procedure to correctly incorporate the informa-
tion on more than one funnel in the EMC calculation without
having an a priori knowledge of the relative weights be-
tween different funnels contributing to the thermodynamic
properties at various temperatures.

In order to make our results independent of the Lennard-
Jones parameter � we use the unitless variables for the tem-
perature and energy

T = kBT�/�, E = E�/� , �2�

where T� and E� define the original �nonreduced� quantities.
If now �E�T is the thermally averaged potential energy of the
LJn cluster, the heat capacity is defined as

CV�T� ª
1

n

�

�T
	3nT

2
+ �E�T


V

, �3�

where we also included the kinetic energy contribution. Note
that we use the partial �i.e., normalized by the cluster size n�
heat capacity, which is more appropriate for analyzing it as a
function of n. The heat capacities were computed using the
standard fluctuation formula

CV�T� =
3

2
+

1

nT2 ��E2�T − �E�T
2� . �4�

The canonical averages between the replica temperatures
�Tk�T�Tk+1� were interpolated using the following expres-
sion

�A�T � 	k�T�Ak�T� + �1 − 	k�T��Ak+1�T� , �5�

where

	k�T� = cos2� 
�T − Tk�
2�Tk+1 − Tk�

�
and

Ak�T� =
1

NMC

n=1

NMC

exp�	 1

Tk
−

1

T

E�qn

�k���A�qn
�k�� . �6�

Here �qn
�k�� �n=1, . . . ,NMC� defines a Metropolis random
walk generated at temperature Tk. As long as 	k�T� is a
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smooth function with 	k�Tk�=1 and 	k�Tk+1�=0, its choice is
not important.

Note that, in principle, Eq. �6� alone gives an exact ex-
pression for �A�T for any T and Tk in the NMC→� limit.
However, practically, it can be used only when the difference
T−Tk is not too large; otherwise its numerical convergence is
very poor.

FIG. 5. Heat capacities for LJ100 and LJ90 clusters using different numbers
of equilibration steps Nequil but the same number of accumulation steps
NMC=1.5�1010. LJ90 represents one of the worst cases, for which the con-
vergence of the low-temperature peak may seem to be unsatisfactory.

FIG. 6. Orientational bond order parameter Q6 as a function of cluster size
obtained from the global minima of LJn clusters. The following symmetry
types are identified: Mackay icosahedral �ico�M��, anti-Mackay icosahedral

�ico�aM��, truncated octahedral �Oh�, decahedral �dec�, and tetrahedral �Td�.
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In each EMC calculation the energy moments �E�T and
�E2�T were partially averaged and recorded after every NMC

=5�107 MC steps per temperature. The convergence was
then monitored by comparing results obtained from indepen-
dent runs.

Alternatively, the caloric curve can be reconstructed
from the distribution of potential energies gathered from all
random walks using a multiple-histogram reweighting
procedure.27 We performed such a calculation for LJ75 in
Ref. 22, but the heat capacities using this least-squares fitting
procedure and the interpolating scheme turned out to give
identical results. In the parallel tempering framework, in-
cluding contributions from different replicas cannot improve
statistical errors at any given temperature because, due to the
frequent exchanges, all replicas are highly correlated. This
made us believe that unless the microcanonical density of

FIG. 7. Orientational bond order parameter Q6
core evaluated over the core

atoms of the global minima of the LJn clusters. Q6
core is ambiguous for the

nonicosahedral configurations. The deviations of Q6
core from the value

�0.663� corresponding to the complete icosahedra �LJ13 and LJ55�, especially
for small clusters with an anti-Mackay overlayer, are due to the core distor-
tion by the outer atoms.

FIG. 8. Temperatures of the peak maxima of the CV�T� curves as a function
of the cluster size n. The following structural transformations are identified:
the Mackay-to-anti-Mackay �ico�M�-ico�aM��, core-melting �ico�aM�-liq�,
and decahedral-to-anti-Mackay �dec-ico�aM�� transitions. “s-s” define peaks
accompanying transitions involving certain rearrangements of the overlayer

atoms, but which we could not characterize in a generic manner.
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states and related properties are of interest, for calculating
canonical averages only, the multihistogram method may not
be computationally advantageous.

We believe that our heat capacities for sets A, B, and C
�C*� are converged within the widths of the curves, which
was verified by comparing independent calculations. How-
ever, we note that, strictly speaking, such convergence tests
cannot be valid, in particular, because we never used random
initial conditions. Unfortunately, in the present work per-
forming a more rigorous error analysis would be unfeasible
as we already exhausted all the available computer resources.
For set D*, the low-temperature peaks in the heat capacities
are probably still not well converged for some sizes, for
which, given the total length of the random walks, n=5

10

FIG. 9. The heat capacities CV�T� of selected two-layer LJ clusters. Also
distribution ��Q6 ,T� of the orientational bond order parameter Q6. The co
distributions. All clusters, except LJ38, display the generic behavior dependin
expansion of the ��Q6 ,T� plot for LJ38, also showing the octahedral minimu
�10 , we were not able to observe a satisfactory consis-
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tency when comparing independent calculations. Figure 5
shows two cases: LJ100, for which the heat capacities seem
well converged, and LJ90, for which the position of the low-
temperature peak still depends on the number of equilibra-
tion steps Nequil.

For the analysis of cluster structures we computed the
thermal distributions ��Q4 ,T� and ��Q6 ,T� of the orienta-
tional bond order parameters Q4 and Q6 �Ref. 20� defined as

Ql = 	 4


2l + 1 
m=−l

m=l

�Q̄lm�2
1/2

, �7�

n, under each heat capacity plot, is the contour plot of the corresponding
levels were somewhat adjusted to best show the distinct features of the

whether the global minimum has a Mackay or an anti-Mackay overlayer. An
given in Fig. 10.
show
ntour
g on
with
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Q̄lm =
1

Nb


rij�rb

Ylm��ij,ij� , �8�

where Ylm�� ,� are the spherical harmonics and the sum is
taken over some suitable set of “bonds” with rb=1.392�. We
considered two types of averages: �i� corresponding to the
use of all near neighbors in the cluster and �ii� using only the
bonds connecting the central atom with the atoms that belong
to the cluster core. The corresponding value of the order
parameter is then defined by Ql

core. For clusters with n�55
the cluster core is assumed to contain ncore=13 atoms and for
55�n�147, ncore=55 atoms. For a general configuration it
is not simple to identify a group of atoms which best fits the
complete Mackay icosahedron. For the present case we
adapted a procedure, which is a modified version of that
described in Ref. 3. We found that using only the Q4 order
parameter, as in the latter work, to identify the cluster core is
insufficient. Even though its use seems natural as it vanishes
for a perfect icosahedron, for clusters with an incomplete
overlayer the core is distorted giving a nonzero value of Q4

core

that may lead to a wrong assignment. To make the core iden-
tification more robust we also used the Q6

core order parameter,
which gives the value of about 0.663 for the global minima
of both LJ13 and LJ55. For each configuration analyzed the
atom closest to the cluster center of mass is assumed to be
the central atom of the core. Then ncore−1 atoms closest to
the central atom are selected, and the parameters Q4

core and
Q6

core are evaluated. The procedure is then repeated nine more
times by constructing the core around the next closest to the
center of mass atom. Among all the computed pairs
�Q4

core ,Q6
core� the one minimizing the sum �Q4

core�2+ �Q6
core

−0.663�2 is then assumed to represent the cluster core.
Clearly, this procedure gives meaningful results only when
the core can be identified in principle. Unfortunately, for
two-layer clusters �n�55� with an anti-Mackay overlayer
the local icosahedral coordination of the LJ13 is typical, mak-
ing the core/overlayer subdivision nonunique. The good
news though is that this problem disappears for larger, three-
layer clusters, for which the LJ55 core can generally be iden-
tified unambiguously.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 6 and 7 show the orientational bond order pa-
rameters Q6 and Q6

core obtained from the global minima of
LJn �Ref. 26� as a function of n. �Here the choice for the
order parameter Q6 is motivated by its high sensitivity to the
cluster symmetry, while we find Q4 to be not as good to
distinguish between certain symmetry types.� The diagram in
Fig. 6 clearly distinguishes the two dominant �Mackay and
anti-Mackay� structural types that are realized for all but sev-
eral special cases �n=38, 75–77, 98, and 102–104�. At zero
temperature the size-induced M→aM transitions occur at
sizes 31→30 and 82→81. �Note though that LJ85 has an
anti-Mackay overlayer.� Figure 7 demonstrates that for clus-
ters with n�55 the 55-atom-core configuration is quite
stable, while for smaller clusters the 13-atom core may be
significantly distorted by the presence of the overlayer at-

oms, especially in the case of the anti-Mackay overlayer.
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Heat capacities for selected clusters are shown in Fig. 2.
For each n we estimated the temperatures at which the CV�T�
curve has local maxima. The corresponding temperature-size
diagram is shown in Fig. 8. For all cluster sizes considered
CV�T� has at least one peak. For most clusters with a Mackay
global minimum CV�T� has at least two peaks. Exceptions
are LJ88 and LJ117, for which the tail from the core-melting
peak is relatively too large, resulting in the shoulder in CV�T�
instead of a peak �see Fig. 11 below�. Also for clusters with
n�135, i.e., close in size to the complete icosahedron, the
two peaks merge. In these cases, the overlayer is most stable.

For the two-layer clusters, the higher-temperature peak
gradually broadens with the increasing size. Moreover, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3, the position of its maximum is quite
sensitive to the value of the constraining radius: for Rc large
enough the maximum may even disappear. Thus, the high-
temperature transition for clusters with n�55 can only be
characterized qualitatively. �Also note that the change of the
constraining volume changes the effective pressure,28 so in
principle all peaks in CV�T� are affected by Rc, but to a much
smaller extent.�

The existence of the two structural transformations con-
stitute generic properties of the LJ clusters. In order to char-
acterize these transitions, in Figs. 9 and 11 we show the heat
capacities and Q6 order parameter distributions for several
typical two- and three-layer clusters. The ��Q6 ,T� distribu-
tions show the existence of three distinct structural types
�ico�M�, ico�aM� and liq� for clusters with Mackay global
minima and two types �ico�aM� and liq� for clusters with
anti-Mackay global minima. The rapid changes in the order
parameter distributions occur at temperatures where the cor-
responding heat capacity peaks are situated. We also note
that a structural transition in a finite system is correctly de-
scribed by a coexistence region,29 where, e.g., the distribu-
tion ��Q6 ,T� has a bimodal character for some narrow but
finite temperature range. Very similar results are observed for
all two- and three-layer clusters, which we do not show here.

For the three-layer clusters we also present the core dis-
tributions �right column of Fig. 11� ��Q6

core ,T� and compare
them with the corresponding results for LJ55. One striking
observation is that for all the presented cases ��Q6

core ,T�
looks qualitatively the same with a single abrupt change oc-
curring at temperature T�0.3 of the highest maximum of the

FIG. 10. The entire distribution ��Q6 ,T� for LJ38 showing all four different
structural types including the octahedral global minimum configuration
�Oh�, which is thermodynamically favored at T�0.12.
CV�T� curve. This proves that the 55-atom core remains
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stable below this temperature. Unfortunately, a similar struc-
tural analysis for the two-layer clusters �n�55� is compli-
cated by the fact that the 13-atom core cannot be identified
uniquely. In fact, for an anti-Mackay structural motif the lo-
cal icosahedral coordination is rather typical, thus making
the notion of the “core” ambiguous. Therefore, it may be
more accurate to characterize the broad high-temperature
peak in small clusters as the structural transformation asso-
ciated with the breaking of the local icosahedral coordination

FIG. 11. Left column: Heat capacities of selected three-layer LJ clusters. M
orientational bond order parameter Q6. Right column: the distributions of Q6

co

to best show the distinct features of the distributions, while the same set of
in the behavior of ��Q6

core ,T� proves that the structural transformation occur
while the core melting for all clusters occurs at T�0.3
symmetry.
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Yet, some clusters display a size-specific behavior, typi-
cally occurring at low temperatures. A well-studied example
is LJ38, for which the Oh→ ico�M� transition causes a shoul-
der in the CV�T� curve at T�0.12.3 For this case the ��Q6 ,T�
distribution expanded to the higher values of Q6 �Fig. 10
clearly shows the octahedral phase at T�0.12, in addition to
the generic features present for all the other clusters with
Mackay global minima�. Another well-studied case corre-
sponds to n=75–77 with low-temperature peaks around T

13,22,30

e column: contour plots of the corresponding distributions ��Q6 ,T� of the
the 55-atom core of the cluster. The contour levels were somewhat adjusted
ur levels were used for all plots of the same type. The striking similarities

at lower temperatures for LJn with n�82 does not involve the core atoms,
iddl
re for
conto
ring
=0.1 caused by the dec→ ico�aM� transition. For this
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case converged heat capacities and detailed structural analy-
ses based on the use of orientational bond order parameters
were presented in Ref. 22. In addition, among all the clusters

FIG. 11.
considered in our calculations caloric curves for n=21, 27,
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58, and 135 also have small size-specific peaks at low tem-
peratures, possibly due to some rearrangements of the over-
layer atoms. Among all these special cases LJ135 seems most

tinued�.
�Con
interesting because its heat capacity curve has, overall, three
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peaks. The two strong closely spaced peaks around T
�0.34 correspond to the generic M→aM and core-melting
transitions. This may be proven by analyzing the order pa-
rameter distributions that look similar to the other examples
provided in Fig. 11. We were also able to characterize the
structural transformation associated with the lowest peak at
T�0.13. The zoomed ��Q6 ,T� distribution �Fig. 12� clearly
shows the existence of two phases at low temperatures, while
��Q6

core ,T� does not have any features around T�0.13. This
proves that this transition is only accompanied by structural
transformations within the overlayer. Figure 13 shows two
snapshots of different replica configurations from the EMC
simulations of LJ135 at temperatures T=0.11 �i.e., below the
peak maximum� and T=0.13 �at the peak maximum�. The
lower-temperature configuration corresponds to the global
energy minimum with a perfect icosahedral symmetry. This
structure can be obtained from the complete icosahedron,
LJ147, by removing atoms from each of its 12 vertices. The
higher-temperature structure in Fig. 13 corresponds to one of
the low energy local minima, also highly symmetric and also
having a Mackay overlayer. This structure can be obtained
from LJ147 by removing 12 atoms near one of its vertices.
The entropy of this configuration is yet greater than that of
the global minimum, making it thermodynamically more fa-
vorable at T�0.13 and leading to a finite peak in CV�T�.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we reported results of extensive EMC cal-
culations for LJ clusters for sizes up to n=147. We believe
that for the temperature ranges considered the main features
of the heat capacity curves are reproduced correctly. How-
ever, it is still possible that for some clusters, especially with
sizes n�89 the convergence was not sufficient to make a
clear judgment on either the shape or the exact location of
some peaks in the CV�T� curves. Only substantially more
extensive EMC calculations may clear this issue. However,
independent of such possible numerical inaccuracies, our re-
sults prove the existence of at least two generic and qualita-
tively distinct solid-liquid-type transitions in the LJ clusters:
a low-temperature M→aM transition that occurs within the
overlayer and the higher-temperature solid-liquid transition
that occurs within the cluster core. Apparently, these inter-

FIG. 12. An expanded region of the ��Q6 ,T� contour plot for LJ135 display-
ing the bimodal distribution due to the existence of the low-temperature
“solid-solid” transition between the two structures shown in Fig. 13
pretations are not easy to justify as just looking at a few �out
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of 1010� snapshot configurations cannot be sufficient. Our
justification in Paper I used the continuity argument, utilizing
the analysis of the heat capacity curves as a function of clus-
ter size n. This analysis proved that the presence of the low-
temperature peak was directly related to the overlayer sym-
metry of the global energy minimum. The behavior of the
higher-temperature peak as a function of n naturally sug-
gested its relevance to the type of the cluster core �i.e., 13-
atom or 55-atom core�. In the present work we also per-
formed a more direct analysis of cluster structures utilizing
appropriate order parameters, which provided additional evi-
dences for our interpretation.

While these two transitions constitute the generic prop-
erties of the LJ clusters in the size range considered, there
also is a pronounced size-specific behavior, which manifests
itself in the nonmonotonous dependence of the transition
temperatures as a function of cluster size, as well as in the
existence of special cases �“magic numbers”� corresponding
to highly symmetric but possibly nonicosahedral global
minima. The latter clusters display a size-specific behavior
that often results in low-temperature solid-solid-type struc-
tural transformations.

Our results are a manifestation of the complexity of the
properties of finite systems �clusters� which is expected to
disappear only in the bulk limit when the surface effects
become relatively unimportant for equilibrium properties. LJ
clusters with hundreds and even thousands of atoms are still
far from the bulk limit and as such are expected to display a
similar or perhaps an even more complex behavior. When
this paper was submitted for publication we learned about
the recent study by Noya and Doye31 on LJ309, whose global
minimum is the complete four-layer Mackay icosahedron.
Unlike the smaller magic number clusters �n=13, 55, and
147�, LJ309 has two sharp peaks in the CV�T� curve, with the
lower-temperature peak corresponding to a complex surface
reconstruction transition, possibly involving several compet-
ing processes. Therefore, it is likely that the intermediate-
size clusters with 147�n�309 may undergo more than two
generic structural transformations.

The extraordinary complexity of LJ clusters presents a
great challenge for accurate numerical simulations, even

FIG. 13. Snapshot configurations taken from the EMC simulations of LJ135

at two different temperatures T=0.11 �below the low-temperature peak of
the heat capacity� and T=0.13 �at the peak maximum�. The lower-
temperature configuration �ico�M�1 in Fig. 12� corresponds to the global
energy minimum, having a perfect icosahedral symmetry. The higher-
temperature structure �ico�M�2 in Fig. 12� corresponds to one of the low
energy local minima, also highly symmetric and also having a Mackay
overlayer.
without accounting for quantum effects. Yet another interest-
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ing question emerging from the present and previous studies
is how the quantum effects, due to the finite mass of the rare
gas atoms, change their phase diagram. As an example, Ref.
32 explores the effect of quantum delocalization on the melt-
ing of LJ clusters as a function of the de Boer parameter.
Recently, several steps toward answering this and related
questions, along with the development of the numerical tech-
niques to perform the corresponding quantum statistical me-
chanics calculations, were particularly made in Refs. 24 and
33–35. For example, Refs. 24 and 35 show that none of the
nonicosahedral structures observed for some classical two-
and three-layer LJ clusters are energetically stable for the
corresponding neon clusters. Moreover, the quantum nature
of neon clusters favors the anti-Mackay more than the
Mackay symmetry and as such has a substantial effect on the
critical parameters of the Mackay-anti-Mackay transition.35

Unfortunately, an experimental confirmation of our find-
ings appears currently impossible due to the known technical
challenges associated with measurements on neutral rare gas
clusters. We note, though, that indications of surface melting
effects have been observed in recent experiments on ionized
aluminum clusters.36
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